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Our class is doing a great job learning the Alphabet! Each time we begin a
new letter, we go over the sound(s) it makes and try to come up with words
and names that begin with the letter. The students are also very enthusiastic
about the opportunity to fill the Letter Bucket and to be the Star Student. A
big thanks to our parents for helping them complete their stars and fill the
bucket! Also, it has been fun having parents and grandparents to come in
and read a special book or do crafts with us!
Our Parent/Teacher conferences will be held the week of March 9. Most
conferences do not take up the allotted 15 minutes. Should you have any
particular concerns that may require additional time, we will do our best to
accommodate your needs without interfering with the time of other parents.
Two things to note this month: The teachers in the school have revisited the
subject of toys from home and we would now ask you to limit your child
bringing their own toys from home unless they are a stuffy for nap or a Show
and Share item; if they do bring in something in the morning, we will place
them directly in their cubby. This is to cut down on “lost” toys in the
classroom and arguments over special toys from home. Also, in honor of
Read Across America we are focusing on the Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric
Carle and as a school we will be creating our own caterpillar in the upstairs
hallway made up of special construction paper circles that we will be sending
home. We ask that as you read a story (any storybook) to your child that you
write the name of the book on it and send it back to be added to our growing
caterpillar. Further information will be forthcoming.
Please feel free to supply a different change of clothes for your child as they
have all certainly grown over the last few months. Please label spring
outerwear and remember that the children should wear sneakers and socks
to ensure their safety on the playground. We are all looking forward to nice
spring weather!
Happy Spring !
Linda Bier
Wendy Delaney

